PORT INFORMATION
OF
“BENGKULU”

LOCATION
PULAU TIKUS ANCHORAGE, PULAU BAAI PORT, BENGKULU - INDONESIA

ANCHORAGE POSITION
LAT 03 – 49.7' - 00" S    LONG 102 – 11.8' - 00" E

LOADING PLACE
AT ANCHORAGE ONLY

PILOTAGE
NOT COMPULSORY

PORT RESTRICTION
MAXIMUM DRAFT APPROX 30 MTR
MAXIMUM LOA (NOT RESTRICTION)
MAXIMUM BEAM (NOT RESTRICTION)

LOADING METHOD & LOADING RATE
BY SHIPS GEAR AND GRABS
GANG / CRANE WORKING 4 GANGS CONTINUOUSLY / SIMULTANEOUSLY
TIDAL 2 TIME (DAILY)
LOADING RATE 7,000 – 9,000 MT / DAY
WORKING TIME 24 HOURS / DAY, 7 DAYS / WEEK SHINC EXCLUDING NATIONAL MAJOR HOLIDAY

PORT FACILITIES
FRESH WATER AVAILABLE WITH AVERAGE PRICE 13 USD / TONS (EXCLUDING TRANSPORT)
SHORE CRANE NOT AVAILABLE
FLOATING CRANE NOT AVAILABLE
JETTY DERMAGA SAMUDERA (BERTH B & C)

LOADING METHOD BY SHORE CRANE

LOADING RATE 5,000 – 6,000 MT / DAY

DEPTH 9.9 MTR

STEAMING TIME FROM JETTY TO PULAU TIKUS ANCHORAGE ARROUND 4 HOURS (IAGW-WP)

JETTY BBS

LOADING METHOD BY TRUCK LOSSING

LOADING RATE 3,000 – 4,000 MT / DAY

DEPTH 94 MTR

STEAMING TIME FROM JETTY TO PULAU TIKUS ANCHORAGE ARROUND 4 - 5 HOURS (IAGW-WP)

JETTY BBS

LOADING METHOD BY SHORE CONVEYOR

LOADING RATE 6,000 – 8,000 MT / DAY

DEPTH 5 MTR

STEAMING TIME FROM JETTY TO PULAU TIKUS ANCHORAGE ARROUND 4 - 5 HOURS (IAGW-WP)

SHIPPER

PT. KALTIM GLOBAL BENGKULU

PT. COAL MINERAL INDONESIA

PT. ATLAS CITRA SELARAS

PT. BINA SARANA SEJAHTERA

PT. INJATAMA

PT. REKASINDO GURIANG TANDANG

PT. BARA ADHIPRATAMA

PT. CITRA SELARAS

PT. DANAU MAS HITAM

PT. INDONESIA RIAU SRIVANTIKA

PT. BORNEO SUKTAN MINING

PT. BARA INDAH LESTARI
PT. RATU SAMBAN MINING
PT. INTI BARA PERDANA
PT. TITAN WIJAYA
PT. MINERAL ANUGERAH SEJAJTRA
PT. KUSUMA RAYA UTAMA
PT. BUKIT SUNUR

AGENCY FULLSTYLE ADDRESS AND CONTACTS

PT. Tenaga Baru Nuansa Persada, Palembang Branch
Jl. Jepang Villa Gardena 3,
Blok B No. I. RT. 47 / RW. II,
KM 10, Kelurahan Karya Baru,
Kecamatan Alang-Alang Lebar,
Palembang, 30154.
Tel: +62 711 742 3849
Fax: +62 711 742 3608
Email: ops-agency@ttbp-palembang.com

Mr. Ben
Operation Manager
Phone: +62 711 742 3849
Email: uncle_ben@ttbp-palembang.com

Mr. Khairul Zaini
Assistant Operation Manager
Mob: +62 813 68887745
Email: khairulzaini@ttbp-palembang.com